and the worm of a vector is the inner product of a vector and itself ; it can be expressed as a quadratic form.
If S is a nonsingular transformation with coefficients in K and (iti, Then the corresponding vector spaces are said to be equivalent (in K). We write/i^/ 2 and ©i^@ 2 .
It should be noted, in passing, that two vector spaces may be equivalent without being identical. For example, if n -3 and it is true that (ui, 112)=(U2, Us). However, an isomorphism may be established between two sets of vectors having the same multiplication If the field K is replaced by a ring R we may make definitions analogous to those above. The vector space then becomes a vector lattice, 8 (in the old-fashioned sense), and the transformations S of the bases must, together with their inverses, have elements in the ring. Witt's restriction of convenience that the space shall have no radical is not necessary here except that any result stated in terms of quadratic forms assumes that the forms are not equivalent to forms of fewer variables. This paper proves that Witt's result also holds for vector lattices over any ring of £-adic integers for which p is odd. ' We shall call such a ring an odd p-adic integer ring and denote it by R v . The case p = 2 presents difficulties all its own which we hope to resolve in a later paper. The completion of such a result would establish the theorem that if ƒ is a quadratic form in xi, • • • , x r and g and h quadratic forms in Xr+i, • • • , x n , then ƒ+g and f+h are of the same genus if and only if g and h are.
The machinery which Witt set up for fields breaks down completely in at least two essential points when applied to R p . Hence our Lemmas 3 and 4 have no analogues in Witt's theory.
It will be recalled that if a, b and c are integers in a p-adic field, a^b (mod c) means that (a -b)/c is a £-adic integer; in other words, the highest power of p dividing c is a divisor of the highest power of p dividing a -b. Also it is true that if a and b are £-adic integers and if for q an arbitrary power of p there is a £-adic integer x such that ax = b (mod q) then there is a £-adic integer x such that ax = b. When we say that a set of vectors are linearly independent or dependent we mean independence or dependence (mod p).
It was surmised by a referee and has been established by the author that with only trivial and obvious modifications the lemmas and final result of this paper hold equally well for vector lattices over any ring of ty-adic integers when $ is any ideal prime to 2 in a field of algebraic numbers. The multiplication tables (that is, the matrices of the quadratic forms) as well as the transformations of bases and their inverses will have, of course, integers of the ring as elements.
2. Lemmas. We now prove the following lemmas: PROOF. Throughout this proof it is understood that 2 ^ k ^ n -1 * Choose t)o = cUfc+u&+i. Using Lemma 1, we seek to determine c so that (1) \)Q\) = cCkVLl+c k+ iUi?+i = 0 and (2) bolto+i = UAP+I and b 0 u* = cu* are =0 (mod t>o) where \)l = u k 2 +i+c 2 ul. 1. Suppose Cfc+iU^+i^O (mod pc k ul) and ^+i = 0 (mod c k ). Choose c so that (1) and replace u*+i by U&+2 to have the existence of bo.
Remark. Condition l of the above lemma may be weakened but only by making the statement more complex and less manageable. That there is not always a bo orthogonal to b and having a complementary orthogonal space is shown by the following example :
Let Ii2=l, ul = p 2 and b = ^u 2 +u 3 . We show that no bo = &2U2+M3 exists for which bob = 0 and which has an orthogonal complementary lattice in (u 2 , U3). and bo has no complementary orthogonal lattice. We may write b»=0QLi£*;Uy where cij=Cj and the determinant of the coefficients is prime to £. Write
Ai =
Cil ' * * Cu £il * * * Cii
We know ^4 W^0 (mod p) . Assume (what we shall soon prove) that £i = Cn^0 (mod p). We now show that we may renumber t>2, • • • , &n, if necessary, to make Aif^O (mod p) for 2-^i^n.
Assume A^\f^Q (mod p) ; the Laplace expansion of A n shows that the matrix 9ft* composed of the first i columns of A n is of rank i. The first i -1 rows of S0Î*-are linearly independent and not all the remaining n -i-\-\ rows of 3ft»-are linearly dependent on them.
Notice that l 0i l 0j=c i ic j iul+ • • • +c in Cj n uland b*t)y=0 if i^j. We next proceed to prove some preliminary results. I. c 2 U2 = 0 (mod Citt?). Suppose the contrary were the case, that is, CiU? = 0 (mod pcivfc). We have, by Lemma 3, two cases to consider. Case 1. If C4i< =0 (mod />c 2 u!) and c 2^0 (mod pci) for alH >2, then Dit)t = 0 implies c^u^O (mod ^u^) and hence c»2 = 0 (mod £) for i > 1. Since if w ^ 3, c 2 = 0 (mod £) ; and hence A n = 0 (mod £), which is false.
Case 2 We now have two cases to consider corresponding to the two cases of Lemma 3. In what follows i is some fixed one of 2, 3, • • • , n. In the first place we assume that either i = 2 and Case 1 holds forfc = 2,or i>2 and Case 1 holds for k = i and k = i -1; we then show that (t)»)=(Ut). In the second place we assume that Case 2 holds for k = i; then, with one exception which is dealt with separately, we show that Case 1. Suppose Ci +j u?+j^0 (mod pew 2 ), Ci = 0 (mod pCi+j) and Ui 2 +;=0 (mod pu 2 ) for all j for which l^j^n-i, while CiU^O (mod pCi-jV?i-.j), Ci-j^O (mod ^<) and u*=0 (mod £u*-y) for all j for which i -2^j^l. If i>2 take r = i-l andfc = i, in IV above and have Ci2= • • • =Cii_i = 0 (mod ƒ>) and V shows that cn^O (mod £). Hence Ai^O (mod £) implies cuf^O (mod £). If i = 2, n^3 implies c 2 = 0 (mod £) and A 2^0 (mod £) implies c 22^0 (mod p). Hence in both cases cujâO (mod p).
In III above put r = i -1, & = i and have c[ul
